Physiological studies of the precedence effect in the inferior colliculus of the cat. II. Neural mechanisms.
We studied the responses of neurons in the inferior colliculus (IC) of cats to stimuli known to evoke the precedence effect (PE). This paper focuses on stimulus conditions that probe the neural mechanisms underlying the PE but that are not usually encountered in a natural situation. Experiments were conducted under both free-field (anechoic chamber) and dichotic (headphones) conditions. We found that in free field the amount of suppression of the lagging response depended on the location of the leading source. With stimuli in the azimuthal plane, the majority (84%) of units showed stronger suppression of the lagging response for a leading stimulus placed in the cell's responsive area as compared with a lead in the unresponsive field. A smaller number of units showed stronger suppression for a lead placed in the unresponsive field, and a few showed little effect of the lead location. In the elevational plane, there was less sensitivity of the leading source to changes in location, but for those cells in which there was sensitivity, suppression was always stronger when the lead was in the cell's responsive area. Studies on stimulus locations also were conducted under dichotic conditions by varying the interaural differences in time (ITD) of the leading source. Results were consistent with those obtained in free field, suggesting that ITDs play an important role in determining the amount of suppression that was observed as a function of leading stimulus location. In addition to location and ITD, we also studied the effect of varying the relative levels of the lead and lag as well as stimulus duration. For all units studied, increasing the level of the leading stimulus while holding the lagging stimulus constant resulted in increased suppression. Similar effects of leading source level were observed in azimuth and elevation. The effect of varying the duration of the leading source also showed that longer duration stimuli produce stronger suppression; this finding was observed both in azimuth and elevation. We also compared the suppression observed under binaural and monaural contralateral conditions and found a mixed effect: some neurons show stronger suppression under binaural conditions, others to monaural contralateral conditions, and still others show no effect. The results presented here support the hypothesis that the PE reflects a long-lasting inhibition evoked by the leading stimulus. Five possible sources for the inhibition are considered: the auditory nerve, intrinsic circuits in the cochlear nucleus, medial and lateral nuclei of the trapezoid body inhibition to the medial superior olive, dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus (DNLL) inhibition to the ICC, and intrinsic circuits in the ICC itself.